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Peerless ACC-SB2 mounting kit

Brand : Peerless Product code: ACC-SB2

Product name : ACC-SB2

- Universal UC/VC Soundbar mount compatiable with Soundbars with suitable fixing points
- Designed for use with large displays: Single Display: 55" to 98"+ and Dual Displays: 55" to 75"
- Weight capacity 19.8lb (9kg)
- Compatible with Peerless-AV® Flat, Tilt and Articulating Wall Mounts, Carts, and Stands
Universal UC/VC Soundbar Mount for 55" to 98"+ single displays and 55" to 75" dual displays

Peerless ACC-SB2 mounting kit:

Peerless-AV’s Universal UC/VC Soundbar Mount comes with all the necessary hardware to mount UC/VC
soundbars (with suitable fixing points) above or below your display. This mount is fully adjustable, so you
can minimize the gap between your display and soundbar for a clean finish. The flexible design can be
used with soundbars up to 19.8lb (9kg) and is designed to work with single displays up to 98"+ and dual
displays up to 75".
Peerless ACC-SB2
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